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Abstract After decades of research endorsing inquiry-based learning, at best only

moderate success has been noted in creating effective systemic implementation in

K-12 classrooms. Thus, teachers need to be better equipped in how to bring this

transformation to their own classrooms. Changing beliefs and overcoming external

obstacles encourages the use of inquiry, but a clear, yet dynamic, instructional

model is also needed for teachers to see the potential of inquiry-based instruction.

The proposed 4E 9 2 (read ‘‘4E by 2’’) Instructional Model provides such a model

for learning that links strong conceptual understanding of content with inquiry

learning experiences. The 4E 9 2 Model integrates what we know and understand

about inquiry-based teaching and learning with effective assessment and meta-

cognitive reflection. These three constructs, formative assessment, inquiry

instructional models, and metacognitive reflection, are foundational to the Model. A

synthesis of research tied to these three constructs provides the justification of both

the need for and the value of such a model. An argument for the formation of the

4E 9 2 Instructional Model is made based on the coherence and the resulting

synergy that occurs when these three learning constructs are united.
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Introduction

Current instructional models, at least those that seek to foster inquiry-based

learning, seem ill-equipped to provide the curricular and pedagogical guidance
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necessary to achieve the touted systemic reform recommendations made by many

(American Association for the Advancement of Science 1998, 2001; National

Research Council, NRC 1996). Collectively, existing models provide a useful global

framework for inquiry-based learning. However, teachers are left with a disjunct of

how to meld content and inquiry effectively and consistently in classroom

instruction and learning. Further, teachers remain largely unable to implement the

strategies developed and tested over the last few decades that inform and guide

effective learning (Black and Wiliam 1998; Bransford et al. 2000; Donovan and

Bransford 2005; White and Frederiksen 1998).

Specifically, current instructional models that lead and facilitate inquiry-based

learning have remained myopically entrenched in a Piagetian-focus (1970) that seek

to properly resolve student misconceptions. More progressive models also include

the Vygotskian notion of scaffolded learning via the principle of zone of proximal

development (1978). Collectively, the work of Piaget and Vygotsky provides an

appropriate foundation for differentiating instruction and learning (Tomlinson

2003). However, many of the models, even progressive ones, stop short of

incorporating the essential components proposed by learning theorists that promote

strong conceptual understanding and process skill development for all students.

The names of existing models (e.g., Learning Cycle, 5E Instructional Model, 7E

Model) and the number of components framing the various models (respectively, 3,

5, and 7) have changed along the way, but the ideas have remained largely the same

(Atkin and Karplus 1962; Bybee et al. 2006; Eisenkraft 2003; Karplus 1977). The

proposed 4E 9 2 Instructional Model seeks to broaden the instructional paradigm

by helping develop teachers’ abilities to facilitate deeper inquiry learning

experiences. Further, our premise suggests that deeper inquiry-based learning

requires that teachers build conceptual understanding while providing significant

inquiry learning experiences.

Historical Overview of Inquiry Instructional Models

Since the early 1900s, instructional models have become foundational to teacher

education programs and classroom practice (DeBoer 1991). Instructional models

proposed by Herbert et al. (Bybee et al. 2006; Dewey 1910) began this movement

toward using scientific inquiry as a way for students to learn in science, technology,

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines. In the 1960s, Atkin and Karplus

(1962) introduced the learning cycle with three phases: Exploration, Invention, and

Discovery. During the 1980s, Bybee (2002) introduced the Biological Sciences

Curriculum Study, BSCS, 5E Instructional Model that has gained in popularity

across the science education community over the last two decades. The 5E Model

includes Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration, and Evaluation.

Eisenkraft (2003) added two more phases (Elicitation and Extension), resulting in

the 7E Learning Cycle. Although these models immerse students in inquiry-based

learning experiences by creating a disequilibrium experience, a Piagetian notion

(1970), none of the aforementioned models explicitly addresses the importance of

assessment and metacognitive reflection that need to occur during each stage of

learning (inquiry).
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Why is Another Model Needed?

Researchers have identified many significant understandings in what ultimately

helps to improve student learning. However, teachers often find it difficult to

assimilate solid research findings into a coherent structure for classroom teaching

and learning—and, understandably so. For instance, do most teachers consistently

embed formative assessment in inquiry-based learning experiences? Further, how

does this information (if gathered in the first place) inform teaching? This one

illustration demonstrates the need to help teachers incorporate what they know

about their students’ understanding into their lessons. The goals of establishing a

new model include: (1) provide a coherent research-based model that allows

teachers to develop and implement deep, meaningful inquiry-based learning

experiences, (2) facilitate more intentional instructional practice that explicitly

focuses on formative learning over summative performance, (3) provide a

diagnostic aid for teachers to assess weak areas of instructional practice, and (4)

provide a pragmatic method for strengthening instructional weaknesses.

Based on the goals, three constructs (metacognitive reflection, inquiry instruc-

tional models, and formative assessment) were identified from prior research as

critical to the formation of a new model. In the following sections, each construct

will be defined and its inclusion justified by research. Specific attention will be

given to the effect of these constructs on learning.

Overview of Constructs

Our efforts focus on integrating the research from the three constructs (metacog-

nitive reflection, inquiry instructional models, and formative assessment) that will

allow teachers to build stronger praxis tangibly and effectively. Because of the

diffuse nature of usage, each construct will be clarified and operationalized.

Metacognitive Reflection

Metacognition includes both the understanding of and control of one’s cognitive

processes (Sternberg 1998; White and Frederiksen 2005). While reflective practice

refers to any occasions of purposeful thought (Wilson and Clarke 2004),

metacognition includes deep analysis and awareness of thought processes central

to effective learning. Therefore, metacognitive reflection unifies focused reflective

practice regarding the concepts being investigated (Shepardson and Britsch 2001)

with the self-awareness aspects endorsed by metacognitive strategies (Sternberg

1998; Wiggins and McTighe 1998).

Inquiry Instructional Models

Since the National Science Education Standards, NSES (NRC 1996) have provided

guidance for critical discussions in how inquiry and content are taught in schools

around the country for the last 10 years, the NSES definition of scientific inquiry

will serve as the operational definition here as well: ‘‘a set of interrelated processes
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by which scientists and students pose questions about the natural world and

investigate phenomena; in doing so, students acquire knowledge and develop a rich

understanding of concepts, principles, models, and theories’’ (NRC 1996, p. 214).

Since the construct is an inquiry instructional model, not just inquiry, we refine the

definition to curricula and instructional practices that promote and facilitate

engaging students in the aforementioned idea of scientific inquiry.

Formative Assessment

For this article, formative assessment is defined as ‘‘encompassing all those

activities undertaken by teachers, and/or by their students, which provide

information to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning activities

in which they are engaged’’ (Black and Wiliam 1998, p. 8). This definition was

selected since Black and Wiliam’s synthesis of studies involving the impact of

formative assessment on student learning connects essential, often cited research to

this area of study. Further, their definition seems congruent with definitions used in

other large synthesis and meta-analysis works (Bell and Cowie 2001; Crooks 1988;

Kluger and DeNisi 1996; Natriello 1987).

Metacognitive Reflection Research

Research on in-service teachers indicates that the quality of teaching improves when

teachers reflect on their practice; this results in greater student performance

(Cavalluzzo 2004; Goldhaber 2004; Vandevoort et al. 2004). However, if reflective

practice is left only to the professionals and pre-professionals, then a great learning

opportunity has been lost. Studies (Aschbacher and Alonzo 2004; Shepardson and

Britsch 2001) suggest that when students engage in well-guided reflection during

the learning process, they gain in meaningful ways. A specific application of this

idea is the use of science notebooks to allow students to journal their questions,

comments, and observations throughout the learning process.

To extend beyond the merits of reflective practice, students need to be engaged in

metacognitive strategies that tie their reflections to their cognitive processes. By

helping students to focus on what has been learned and what still needs to be

learned, better cognitive focus can be provided to direct future learning (Tobias and

Everson 2002). Metacognition encompasses an individual’s knowledge about her

own thought processes as well as self-awareness of how knowledge is processed,

stored, and retrieved (White and Frederiksen 2005). While reflection refers to

almost any occasion of thought, metacognition includes deep analysis and

awareness of one’s own thought processes. Thus, metacognitive reflection suggests

that, as students detail what was learned, they should also consider the cognitive

process they used to achieve this learning. For instance, students should explain the

strategies used to solve a scientific problem (reflection), and then they should

provide details about their thought processes in selecting and implementing these

strategies (metacognition). Deep understanding occurs when students are confident

in what they know, recognize how they know it, and can critically examine their

own knowledge (Kuhn 1999).
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Instructional Models (Inquiry Focused) Research

Initial instructional models, such as those proposed by Dewey, contained powerful

theoretical implications that unfortunately lacked empirical evidence to support

their claims. In more recent decades, two inquiry instructional models have received

great emphasis from researchers and practitioners for inquiry instructional

techniques: the BSCS 5E Instructional Model and its predecessor, the Learning

Cycle (Bybee et al. 2006). Because of the extensive research surrounding these two

models, they will serve as the focus for analyzing this construct.

Even with the leadership provided by these two models, a consistent vision for

inquiry seems lacking. The NSES (NRC 1996) strongly supports inquiry teaching

methods and inquiry learning experiences for students, but the NSES and other

national groups that support the implementation of inquiry (AAAS 1990, 1993;

National Board for Professional Teaching Standards 1994; National Commission on

Mathematics and Science Teaching 2000; NRC 2000a) use the term inconsistently

(Anderson 2002).

Teacher familiarity with ‘‘inquiry’’ has become fairly commonplace (Weiss et al.

2001); however, consistent and coherent implementation is still lacking. Assistance

in bridging the gap between theory and practice is needed. To provide evidence,

results from a study of K-12 science and mathematics teachers indicate an ideal

percentage of time spent on inquiry that was uniformly one standard deviation

(approximately 18–20%) higher than the typical percentage of time that they

reported spending on inquiry (Marshall et al. in press). Providing the necessary

support structures is helpful in bridging the gap but will only partially help to

achieve the goal. Specifically, a significant correlation is seen between curricular

support for inquiry and the typical amount of time spent on inquiry-based

instruction for K-12 science and math teachers, r(1219) = 0.355, p \ 0.001

(Marshall et al. in press).

Formative Assessment Research

Numerous individual studies and meta-analyses report a significant positive effect

on student achievement that results when formative assessment becomes integral to

the teaching and learning process (Black and Wiliam 1998; Keeley et al. 2005;

Marzano 2006; Weiss et al. 2001). Prior to No Child Left Behind, NCLB (U.S.

Department of Education 2002) summative forms of assessment prevailed as the

main system for assessing and evaluating learning. Students were told how well they

knew the material, and then, regardless of the outcome, the class moved on to the

next concept to be covered or discovered.

Since NCLB, assessing learning through summative assessment has become

even more prevalent; it is the ultimate form of high-stakes testing and encourages

students to play the game so they get the right answer (Fried 2001). Instead, to

encourage learning that fosters the development of knowledge more than

rewarding a single finished product, diagnostic and formative (embedded)

assessments must be integrated into the learning process (Marzano 2003; Wiggins

and McTighe 1998).
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Proposed 4E 9 2 Instructional Model

By uniting these constructions, we propose a model we have named the 4E 9 2

Instructional Model. Two figures are provided to help clarify this Model. Figure 1

provides an overview of how the three major constructs (metacognitive reflection,

inquiry instructional models, and formative assessment) interrelate. Figure 2

provides a template to guide planning when using the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model.

The different components of the Model are discussed below.

Engage

Engaging the learner through an effective hook, mind capture, or perturbation
provides motivation to initiate the learning process, but engaging students in

inquiry-based learning is more complex than just considering student motivation. In

the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model, the Engage phase of inquiry requires that

consideration be given to the following: probing prior knowledge, identifying

alternative conceptions, providing motivating and interest inducing stimuli, and

developing scientific questioning. These four foci are guided by a significant body

of research (Bransford et al. 1999; Driver et al. 1994; Hake 1998; NRC 1996). The

NSES emphasize the importance of developing scientific questioning skills in

students, stating that ‘‘inquiry into authentic questions generated from student

experiences is the central strategy for teaching science’’ (NRC 1996, p. 31). Further,

bringing students’ alternative conceptions and prior knowledge to the foreground is

critical to facilitate the perturbation or disequilibrium experience necessary to begin

conceptual development. In order to facilitate the various aspects associated with

engagement, teachers need to be explicitly cognizant of how, once identified, each

plays a role in the inquiry learning process.

Fig. 1 Interaction of three
constructs in the 4E 9 2
Instructional Model (Marshall
2007)
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Effective questioning is critical during all phases of inquiry-based learning. The

following provide examples of effective questions to guide teacher facilitation

during the four foci of the Engage phase: (1) What do you know about…? (2) What

have you seen like this? (3) What have you heard about…that you aren’t sure is

true? (4) What would you like to investigate regarding…? Intentional, effective

questioning is necessary, but not sufficient, to determine if the class is ready to

proceed to the Exploration phase, if they need a quick review, or if they need

Key Focus or Essential Question:       
Standards Addressed:      
Objective(s):      
Materials:      
Safety:      
Sources/References/Ancillary Materials:      

Reflect (R) Central Framework Assess (A) 
Engage Metacognitive 

Reflection: 

R1:   (Select One)   

R2:   (Select One)   

Other:       

Engage

Check all that apply: Prior knowledge; Misconceptions; Motivation/Interest; Develop scientific question 

Check Representative Questions: 
What do you know about…? 
What have you seen like this? 
What have we studied that might apply here? 
What have you heard about…that you aren’t sure if it is true 

or not? 

What intrigues/interests you about…? 
What is confusing about…? 
What questions do you have about…?  
What would you like to investigate regarding…? 
Other:       

Anticipated time needed to complete engage:       
Description of Engage:       

Post Section Decisions: Proceed; Quick Review; Remediate 

Engage Assessment 
Context: 

Knowledge-centered 
Process-centered 
Skill-centered 
Individual 
Small Group 
Class Performance 

A1:  (Select One)   

A2:  (Select One)   

Other:       

Explore Metacognitive 
Reflection: 

R3:   (Select One)   

R4:   (Select One)   

Other:       

Explore

Check all that apply: Predict; Design; Test; Collect;  Reason 

Check Representative Questions: 
What if…? 
What would you expect to happen? Why? 
How can you best study this problem? 
What do you need to collect? 

How will you organize your information? 
How much data/information do you need to collect? 
What are some changes you noticed in…? 
Other:      

Anticipated time needed to complete explore:      
Description of Explore:       

Post Section Decisions: Proceed; Clarify; Remediate;  Re-Engage  

Explore Assessment 
Context: 

Knowledge-centered 
Process-centered 
Skill-centered 
Individual 
Small Group 
Class Performance 

A3:   (Select One)   

A4:   (Select One)   

Other:        

Explain Metacognitive 
Reflection: 

R5:   (Select One)   

R6:   (Select One)   

Other:       

Explain

Check all that apply: Interpret; Evidence; Communicate; Alt. explanations; Verify; Justify; 
Analyze

Check Representative Questions: 
What took place? 
What changes did you notice? 
What visuals help to explain your findings? Explain them. 
What surprised/puzzled you? What is still confusing? 
How is this similar or different from…? 
What pattern(s) did you notice? 
How does this apply to what we learned before? 
Explain what happened? 
What has been learned? 

What evidence do you have for your statement? 
How would you explain…? 
What trend does the data show? 
How is your idea different from…? 
What do you mean when you say, “…?” 
Do you agree with…? Why/Why not. 
Where have you encountered a similar phenomenon? 
What do you think will happen if? 
Other:       

Anticipated time needed to complete explain:      
Description of Explain:      

Post Section Decisions: Proceed; Re-Engage; Re-Explore; Remediate;  Have Students Clarify 

Explain Assessment 
Context: 

Knowledge-centered 
Process-centered 
Skill-centered 
Individual 
Small Group 
Class Performance 

A5:  (Select One)   

A6:  (Select One)   

Other:       

Extend Metacognitive 
Reflection: 

R7:   (Select One)   

R8:   (Select One)   

Other:       

Extend

Check all that apply: Apply; Elaborate; Transfer; Generalize 

Check Representative Questions: 
What would happen if…? 
How do you think … applies to….? 
Explain from another viewpoint. 
How can this be used in the real world? 

What questions/problems are still unresolved? 
What decisions need to be made? What 

consequences/benefits/risks accompany certain decisions? 
Other:       

Anticipated time needed to complete extend:      
Description of Extend:       

Post Section Decisions: Debrief; Re-Engage; Re-Explore;  Have Students Clarify; Another Extension

Extend Assessment 
Context: 

Knowledge-centered 
Process-centered 
Skill-centered 
Individual 
Small Group 
Class Performance 

A7:  (Select One)   

A8:  (Select One)   

Other:       

Teacher reflection/comments:       

Fig. 2 Template for 4E 9 2 Instructional Model (Marshall et al. 2007)
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remediation before further investigation is possible. Further, effective questioning

encourages but does not require that students become invested in the learning

experience.

To achieve student investment in the learning process, teachers need to

incorporate metacognitive reflection with effective questioning. Metacognitive

strategies coupled with effective formative assessment raise the achievement of all

students—more so for low performing students (Black and Wiliam 1998; NRC

2000b). Once the goals and objectives have been clearly identified, an appropriate

reflective engagement component can be adopted to achieve the desired focus. This

may include brainstorming sessions in small groups or logging individual responses

in science notebooks before corporate sharing. Identifying alternative conceptions

or areas of confusion should be encouraged at this point in the diagnostic and early

formative learning process. Not visible on Fig. 2, drop-down boxes (R1/R2) are

provided to link the strategies used by teachers to engage students in metacognitive

reflection. For the Engage component, these choices include: science notebooks,

drawings, brainstorming, warm-up exercises, and KWHL charts.

Assessments that provide diagnostic or formative feedback are critical before

decisions to move on can be adequately considered. Formative (diagnostic)

assessments for the Engage phase might include pre-tests, formative probes (Keeley

et al. 2005), and/or KWHL charting (van Zee et al. 2001). A KWHL chart is a

graphic organizer to help facilitate learning by asking the following: (1) What do I

‘‘Know’’? (2) ‘‘What’’ do I want to know? (3) ‘‘How’’ do I find out? (4) What have I

‘‘Learned’’? The more commonly known KWL chart leaves out the critical

metacognitive step where students help design how the learning and the

investigation will take place. Designing a procedure is explicitly addressed under

the ‘‘H’’ portion of the KWHL chart. Integrating formative assessment and

metacognitive reflection into the engagement section of the inquiry framework

provides teachers with a robust model for how to engage students in the three

primary learning outcomes for inquiry-based teaching: conceptual understanding,

ability to perform scientific inquiry, and understanding about inquiry (NRC 2000b).

Like metacognitive reflection, drop-down boxes (A1/A2) are included that link the

strategies used by teachers to engage students in formative assessment. Assessment

strategies for the Engage component include: discrepant event, formative probe,

pre-test, test for misconception, and KWHL chart.

Explore

Once teachers effectively engage students, teachers can lead students into the

Explore phase. Researchers (AAAS 1998; Llewellyn 2002; National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics 1998; NRC 1996) suggest that critical aspects of the

Explore phase include having students delve into one or more of the following:

predict, design, test, collect, and/or reason. Examples of effective questions to help

guide the facilitation of these aspects respectively include (1) What if…? (2) How

can you best study this problem? (3) What happens when…? (4) What data/

information do you need to collect? (5) Why did you choose your method to study

the problem?
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Like the Engage phase, metacognitive reflection and formative assessment are

essential for keeping students directed along a formative learning path. The

assessments can be contextualized into knowledge and/or process centered domains

that focus on individual, small group, or class sized groupings. Further, metacog-

nition, formative assessment, and reflective practice become meaningfully

intertwined when individual responses are united with small and large group

discussions. A common example of this is the think-pair-share learning strategy

(Lyman 1981).

Often teachers limit themselves to an observational, fairly passive role when

assessing student progress during the Explore phase. While it may be beneficial to

let students wade-in-the-muck at times, teachers may want to assume a more active

role that provides guided prompts to encourage individuals or groups to think more

deeply about the investigation at hand. This encourages students to slow down and

think metacognitively about their interactions with the natural world and their

thought processes. Additionally, having students engage in metacognitive reflection

provides teachers with critical information to better guide intentional instructional

practice (Tobias and Everson 2000) while presenting excellent opportunities for

differentiated instruction (Tomlinson 2003).

Metacognitive reflection during the Explore phase may include having students

log individual entries in science journals or complete the ‘‘H’’ portion of the KWHL

chart (How do I effectively study this question/problem?). Further, teachers could

have students identify and then elaborate where confusion or weakness in their plan

exist. If, for instance, data collection surfaces as the predominant concern, then a

brief collaborative discussion with small groups could occur that focuses on how to

gather data in meaningful ways. Such interactions with students emphasize

assessment for learning instead of assessment of learning. When metacognitive

reflection and formative assessment merge, instruction is more informed. More

importantly, students are continually updated on their progress in relation to their

goals (Marzano 2006; Stiggins 2005; Tobias and Everson 2000).

The unification of metacognitive reflection, the inquiry instructional model, and

formative assessment during the Explore phase intentionally encourages deeper

understanding. Learning throughout the investigation now becomes central to the

instructional process instead of waiting to the end of the investigation before

students and teachers know whether students truly get it (Black and Wiliam 1998;

Wiggins and McTighe 1998).

Explain

Although the Model should be seen as dynamic, the framework for the Model is

predicated on having the Explain phase follow the Explore phase. This framework

minimizes teacher-centered confirmatory learning, which is often superficial, and

encourages student-centered learning. During the Explain phase students begin to

make sense of how the prior knowledge and alternative conceptions from the

Engage phase align with findings from the Explore phase. This sense-making occurs

when students begin to communicate results and evidence (NRC 1996). However, if

explanation precedes exploration, which is typical in non-inquiry instruction,

4E 9 2 Instructional Model
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students are thrust into passive learning situations that rarely challenge them to

confront deficits in prior knowledge or existing alternative conceptions. So, when

Explore precedes Explain, inquiry and content can be united in highly engaging

ways that help students reshape prior alternative conceptions in ways that align with

their new learning (Carin et al. 2005).

During Explore, the process skills are emphasized as students grapple with ideas.

The content then becomes central during the Explain phase as the process skills are

used to support higher order thinking skills such as interpreting, justifying, and

analyzing. Further, in this Explore-before-Explain model, students from diverse

backgrounds and abilities now have shared experiences as a basis for their claims

and ideas. Other prior experiences that students bring to class make the learning

richer, but learning is accessible to all learners because the data collected and

observations made were experienced by all. At the core of the Explain phase and

inquiry learning in general, students are involved in a recursive cycle between

evidence and explanations. Ideally, the process skills and content become embedded

together in the investigation.

Central aspects of the Explain phase include: (1) interpreting data and findings,

(2) providing evidence for claims, (3) communicating findings (written, oral, using

technology), and (4) providing alternative explanations for findings. Examples of

effective questions led by the teacher during the Explain phase include: (1) What

pattern(s) did you notice? (2) What evidence do you have for your claims? (3) How

can you best explain/show our findings? (4) What are some other explanations for

your findings?

Some assessments for the Explain phase include lab reports, presentations, and

discussions. These assessments can be formative or summative depending on the

implementation. If students are allowed to resubmit work or if they are directed to

revise their work based on peer editing, then assessment becomes formative and

emphasizes the learning process over the learning product. Rubrics should be clear

in their requirements but provide flexibility to allow for unique expression of ideas.

The goal is conceptual understanding and understanding scientific inquiry—not

whether students can fill out a worksheet properly. If interpreting data and providing

evidence are central to a particular investigation, then students need to justify claims

made using the documented data and results.

Improved learning has been noted when both formative assessment and

metacognitive strategies are employed (Bransford et al. 2000; Costa and Kallick

2000). Metacognitive strategies create time for sense-making and thus provide

opportunities for students to reconcile new knowledge with prior knowledge.

Further, students become mindful of their own learning and employ strategies that

assist their own progression of learning. Graphic organizers such as KWHL charts

and POE (predict, observe, explain) cycles (White and Gunstone 1992) that began

during earlier phases of the investigation can now be completed (e.g., What have

you learned? Explain your results.). Further, concept maps can be used in a new way

during the Explain phase. During Engage, concept maps are used diagnostically to

provide insights into knowledge gaps; during Explain students develop links among

new concepts, prior knowledge, and skills learned.
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Extend

If learning stops after the Explain phase, when conceptual understanding begins

to take hold, then students may quickly revert back to prior knowledge and

understandings held before the investigation. Providing one or more opportunities

for students to apply their knowledge in meaningful and authentic contexts helps

students to begin solidifying their conceptual understanding, developing a

more permanent mental representation. Alternative conceptions are tenacious and

must be repeatedly addressed before lasting change will occur (Hestenes et al.

1992). The disequilibrium experience caused in students during Engage and

Explore now begins to gain resolution as understanding and knowledge

articulated during the Explain phase now is applied to new situations and to

prior concepts studied.

During Extend, students are asked to apply, elaborate, transfer, and generalize

knowledge to novel situations. Appropriate questions for the Extend phase include:

(1) How do you think…applies to…? (2) What would happen if…? (3) Where can

this be used in the real world? (4) What consequences/benefits/risks accompany

certain decisions?

Assessment strategies may include having students perform a new investigation

that remains focused on the conceptual ideas being studied. Using science

notebooks, presentations, small group discussions, or class discussions, students can

explore deeper implications of their findings. At this point in the inquiry process,

assessments often are seen only as summative. By providing formative assessment

even at this point, students are required to think more deeply about their work. For

instance, students could be asked to address an area of weakness seen during a

presentation as a science notebook entry, or they could be asked to respond to the

teacher’s comments in one or more of their science notebook entries. Metacognitive

reflection unites learning with personal reflection by clearly addressing where

knowledge is complete and where it still needs work. The number of extension

activities or amount of time devoted to this phase should be determined by the

difficulty of the concept(s) being studied, the importance of the concept in the

curricular framework, and the degree of understanding that has been shown by all

students.

As mentioned in the Engage section, drop-down boxes are available from the

template that allow choices to be made that link strategies for engaging students in

metacognitive reflection and formative assessment with each component of inquiry.

For example, during the Engage phase of inquiry under metacognitive reflection,

teachers can select from five options, such as KWHL charts and science notebooks.

Under formative assessment, teachers can also select from five options, such as testing

for misconceptions and determining student responses to discrepant events. Those

interested in the interactive template should visit http://www.clemson.edu/iim (select

Research and Evaluation and then 4E 9 2 Instructional Model). For those interested

in specific applications of the Model, select the lesson plan tab at http://www.

clemson.edu/iim.
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Discussion

Currently several inquiry instructional models exist (e.g., learning cycle, 5E, 7E). So

why not accept the status quo and allow teachers or curriculum developers to

determine if and how metacognitive reflection and formative assessment need to be

addressed in the learning process? First, numerous researchers (Enger and Yager

2001; Keeley et al. 2005; NRC 1996) have identified that formative assessment is

critical if meaningful learning is a dynamic, iterative process, not merely a

superficial exercise measured by a test for which students are dutifully prepared.

Further, using authentic formative assessments helps facilitate more informed,

intentional instructional practice. Moreover, continual reflection upon learning

reinforces Dewey’s vision of reflective practice that has become enmeshed in theory

and practice in recent years (Dewey 1938; Donovan and Bransford 2005; NBPTS

1994; Shepardson and Britsch 2001). Further, the rigor of the learning is boosted

when metacognitive approaches are used that encourage self-knowledge (Sternberg

1998; Tobias and Everson 2002; Wiggins and McTighe 1998).

Comprehensive instructional models, such as the proposed 4E 9 2 Instructional

Model, allow for the introduction of the necessary perturbations required to promote

deeper levels of learning. Without the necessary intervention strategies (Derry and

DuRussel 1999) that are critical to the 4E 9 2 Model, learners become stuck in the

same problem-solving mode after a few attempts. The 4E 9 2 Model provides a

dynamic mechanism to guide teachers in developing and then implementing deep,

engaging, and interactive learning opportunities that require learners to pause, think,

interact, rethink, reflect, and journal their attempted solution patterns as well as

explore other solution options. The 4E 9 2 Instructional Model provides an evolved

model for teaching, particularly in the STEM disciplines. The Engage, Explore,

Explain, and Extend phases, which form the central tenets, or backbone, of the

inquiry learning process are necessary for strong formative inquiry-based learning.

However, by explicitly incorporating metacognitive reflection throughout the

learning and teaching process, conceptual understanding can be deepened. Finally,

by incorporating authentic formative assessment strategies throughout the learning

process, both student and teacher gain.

Dynamic Variations of Model

On the surface, it seems logical to proceed sequentially through the phases

supported by the model, have students demonstrate their knowledge and

understanding, and then move along to the next concept. However, conceptual

understanding does not always follow such a predictable path. Just as there is not

one Scientific Method (Windschitl 2003), the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model supports

a dynamic structure. While variations from the straightforward progression through

Engage, Explore, Explain, and Extend for an investigation may be appropriate, these

decisions should be purposeful, with the guiding principle being what best supports

strong conceptual development being achieved by students. Several variations of the

model are possible—each with a clear rationale for usage.
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Model 1

Engage–Explore–Explain–n(Extend) would be considered the default or typical

model expressed by the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model. The ‘‘n’’ denotes that multiple

Extend opportunities should be encouraged to support transference of knowledge to

new ideas by incorporating prior knowledge. The decision for how many different

extension iterations are needed could be based on the following factors: (1) depth of

student knowledge conveyed in prior extend investigation, (2) where in the unit or

theme the investigation occurs, (3) relative importance of concepts, standards, and

skills to the overall goals for the course, and (4) if prior content, skills, and ideas that

have been studied can be embedded into the essential focus of the investigation. So

if students understand at a significant level and can apply the knowledge to several

different situations, then the investigation should justifiably be concluded. If a new

concept has been introduced that will be reinforced later by another related

investigation, then minimizing the number of extension opportunities may be

warranted. However, if students are not likely to see this information again, then

employing several Extend opportunities makes sense. Likewise, if multiple concepts

throughout the course overlap with the current concept being investigated, then

multiple extend opportunities are encouraged.

Other Models

Additional variations of the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model are possible, but variations

need to be intentional and should be predicated on Explore before Explain. For

instance, students might Engage in three consecutive cycles of Engage–Explore–

Explain before a final Extend is implemented. This approach might be used when

three closely related ideas are studied. For instance, displacement, velocity, and

acceleration could be studied in three different investigations before students

transfer their prior and current learning (Extend) to motion in general.

Another variation might include Engage–Explore–Explore–Explore–Explain–

Extend. This would be applicable when one scientific question is being explored

several ways before students seek to explain their findings. For instance, students

could investigate three different plant types before seeking to apply what they

studied to a larger ecosystem application. Note that Engage was used only during

the initial iteration because alternative conceptions should be clearly known and

continually addressed during subsequent investigations.

Conclusions and Implications

The three learning constructs (formative assessment, inquiry instructional models,

and metacognitive reflection) that form the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model have

individually been shown to have moderate to high effect sizes (0.4–0.8) in numerous

aforementioned studies (Black and Wiliam 1998; Bybee et al. 2006; Tobias and

Everson 2000). Unifying the constructs into one coherent model provides teachers

with a mechanism to focus their instructional practice on core issues that improve
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teaching and learning. While the 4E 9 2 Model should be seen as a dynamic

inquiry-based instructional model, it also provides an explicit reminder of the

importance and interrelationship among three essential components learning

constructs. Thus, curricular preparation and implementation become more mean-

ingful when they incorporate a synthesis of what research has suggested regarding

meaningful inquiry-based teaching and learning practice.

Although the model does not claim to include all that research says regarding

effective practice, the model is a significant evolution over previous models that

typically neglect the role of metacognitive reflection and formative assessment in

the process of inquiry-based learning. It suggests that teachers spend more time on

lesson preparation and on the lessons themselves, but the result of deeper, more

meaningful learning will pay dividends in the long run.

Numerous research endeavors related to the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model have

begun. First, the Model was piloted with pre-service teachers in elementary and

secondary science. Effective questions that fit within each component of inquiry

were further developed during this time. Currently, two sustained professional

development initiatives for mathematics and science teachers prominently feature

the 4E 9 2 Instructional Model. For these initiatives, the Model is foundational to

the implementation of inquiry in the classroom in addition to the exploration of the

quality of inquiry led by teachers. Teachers first experienced the Model through

several interactive experiences during a two-week summer institute. Working in

teams of four to five, teachers then developed in-depth lessons that targeted key

standards in Algebra I and Physical Science. During the current academic year,

these same teachers are now implementing these lessons while researchers analyze

the quality of inquiry. After this analysis, improvements will be made to the Model.

Finally, the Model will be integrated into a web-based system that provides in-depth

lessons for K-12 science and mathematics classrooms. These lessons will be honed

based on reported evidence from teachers, observations from researches, and quality

of student work. This iterative process of building lessons within the structure of the

4E 9 2 Instructional Model will provide a distinct improvement over the traditional

creation and sharing of lessons that rarely are based on the quality of teaching and

learning. Without a coherent model to lead inquiry-based learning, reform efforts

are likely to continue to meet with only moderate success.
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